The rapid development of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) techniques has led biology into 19 the big-data era. Data analyses using various bioinformatics tools rely on programming and 20 command-line environments, which are challenging and time-consuming for most wet-lab 21
handling tools), a stand-alone software with a user-friendly interface. The toolkit incorporates 23 over 100 functions, which are designed to meet the increasing demand for big-data analyses, 24 ranging from bulk sequence processing to interactive data visualization. A wide variety of 25 graphs can be prepared in TBtools, with a new plotting engine ("JIGplot") developed to 26 maximum their interactive ability, which allows quick point-and-click modification to almost 27 every graphic feature. 28 29 TBtools is a platform-independent software that can be run under all operating systems with 30 Java Runtime Environment 1.6 or newer. It is freely available to non-commercial users at 31 https://github.com/CJ-Chen/TBtools/releases. 32
33
The Rationale for TBtools development 34 Developed for wet-lab biologists 35 The exponential growth of biological data has come with the rapid development and 36 renovation of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) techniques. Managing big-data and 37 decoding the underlying bio-information effectively and efficiently presents a significant 38 challenge to wet-lab biologists. Various bioinformatics software, pipelines, and packages 39 have been developed to meet this challenge, however, most of these tools are packaged as 40 scripts written in disparate programming languages, and require a working knowledge of the 41 command-line environment. This lack of easily accessible tools remains a significant obstacle 42 for wet-lab biologists who want to process their own data but lack proficient computational 43 skills. HTS technologies are frequently used to investigate biological phenomena on a 44 genomic scale. Unfortunately, the big-data generated is often underutilized when 45 experimental biologists run into programming roadblocks. Here, we present TBtools, a Toolkit 46 for Biologists integrating various biological data handling tools with a user-friendly interface; 47 out aim is to accelerate discoveries by providing an out-of-the-box solution to the data-48 handling dilemma of biologists. TBtools contains an extensive collection of functions, which 49 integrate into a graphic user interface (GUI) that can be easily navigated using point-and-50 click icons. For each function in TBtools, we designed its GUI panel according to the most 51 straightforward IOS logic, i.e., Set Input Data, Set Output Path if Required and Click Start 52
Button. This interface makes the handling of big-data a more pleasant and efficient 53 experience. 54 55 Developed as an integrative toolkit 56 In order to handle large biological data, researchers are currently required to work under a 57 command-line environment, and use several, even dozens of independent tools sequentially. 58
For instance, to identify homologous genes of a specific gene family from a species, users 59 must access genomic data which are commonly available as two separate files, a genome 60 sequence file in FASTA format and a gene structure annotation file in GFF3/GTF format; then 61 they should firstly invoke "gffread" (Trapnell et al., 2013) which only works under Unix-like operating system to retain gene sequences, secondly apply BLAST program (Camacho et al., 63 2009 ) to get an ID list of homologous genes, and finally use home-brew scripts or other tools 64 like "seqkit" (Shen et al., 2016) to extract sequences of homologous genes. In TBtools, we aim 65 to integrate all of these functions in a Java Run Time Environment (version >= 1.6), which is 66 compatible across the three major operating systems (Windows, Machintosh, Unix). All of the 67 functions can be implemented through simple point-and-click using a mouse. Sequential 68 steps for data analyses and visualizations have been integrated into a single IOS workflow. 69
Functions in TBtools are, in most cases, coded from scratch using Java or achieved by invoking 70 cross-platform programs (e.g., BLAST). To date, more than 100 functions are available in 71
TBtools, covering the most commonly used tools for bioinformatic analyses. These include 72 big-data preview, data format conversion, basic sequence management, interactive data 73 visualization in numerous forms that span from simple Venn diagrams to sophisticated 74 synteny plots (Fig. 1) . Notably, the development of TBtools was highly collaborative and 75 greatly motivated by the true needs of wet-lab biologists. In the past five years, the tool has 76 attracted over 15,000 stable users. Many of these users actively provide informative feedback 77 and suggestions, which has significantly enhanced the functionality and features of TBtools. named "JIGplot" (Java Interactive Graphics) is incorporated into TBtools, enabling rapid 90 modifications to various graph features (Fig. 2) . Users can easily trigger the preset functions 91 by double-clicking on graphic elements or right-click to modify visual aspects, such as color, 92 shape, stroke size, text, etc. Different graphic panels (e.g., phylogenetic tree, sequence 93 alignment, gene structure, heatmaps) can be conveniently combined or arranged according 94 to the user's needs. Thus, the interactive nature of JIGplot allows users to simultaneously 95 visualize data and prepare publishable graphs, without investing extra time re-plotting pre-96 structured datasets. Another distinguishing feature of JIGplot is its unique function for 97 coordinate transformation. For example, the coordinates of graphs can be easily switched 98 from cartesian to polar, which allows more information to be displayed through circular 99 plotting (Fig. 2) . Besides, all graphs prepared in TBtools can be exported in both high-100 resolution bitmap and vector formats to allow maximum flexibility for the user's end. common approach to investigate the biological significance of specific gene sets. In TBtools, 117
we have developed several functions for enrichment analysis of gene ontologies (GO) 118 (Ashburner et al., 2000) and KEGG pathways (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) . Result files can be 119 quickly visualized with an easy-to-use bar plot function, and sub-grouped genes to each 120 specific GO/KEGG term can be extracted for further analyses. Heatmap, Simple Circos, Gene Family Tool, and many more ( Fig. 3) . Although most of these 134 functions were not originally invented in TBools, they are optimized, upgraded, and simplified 135 according to the philosophy of "simple is best", ensuring accessible usage for biologists. 136 High-throughput sequencing techniques have generated vast amounts of biological data. For 142 efficient and effective handling of this data, we have developed TBtools, a user-friendly toolkit 143 integrated with a large number of functions with an emphasis on bulk data processing and 144 visualization. Its robustness has been validated by tens of thousands of users, making it a 145 handy and useful toolkit for biologists. 146
